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Work capacity. a sensitive and realistic measure of "phybh-al fitness," was de-
termined oh, more than 500 military and civilian Air Force personnel fo- the purpose
(of collecting material for the standarditation of phys~cal performance capacity. A
treadmill test permitted ao evaluation of result% in physical as well as in physiologic
term~s. On the basis of results. physiologic considerations. and observations of men
at variot-t %t"-e~i of physical trainting, an arbitrary rating scale of work capacity is
sugge'sted. According tot this pilot study 42 perient of the test population had to be
rated as "poor" 1'nd 40 percent as "fait." Only 11" percent could be considered asJ

htinge a "itnod" or better physical condition. Sedentary living habits, more than

The modlern way of highly civilized life has tions is possible with a sufficient degree of
almost completely remov'ed the necessity for accuracy, an appraisal of the physical per-
greater lphvsieal efforts. Automation in labo~r, formance capacity of an individual appears to
in transpor-tation. anl(l in many' activities of be feasible. Work capacity could be defined
daiily living has greatly reduced the need for as the highest level of metabolic load which
physical exercise, as was previously required. ca.. h-e compensaited for adequately by' optimal
As a consequence, the great functional reserves coordination of the functional reserves. This
of the human organism, provided by nature, definition of work (apacity is based on experi-
may become seriously affected since the organs mental evidence that in gradually increased
art, readlily adaptable to char~ges of functional work a point will eventually be reached at
demands. Regular physical activity enlarges which definite physiologic limitations result
metabolic, circulatory, and respiratory reserve,% in a failure to adequately meet further meta-
while inactivity has the opposite effect. Al- !xolic requirements. These functional limita-
though high functional reserves have never tions may be of cardiovascular, respiratory.
been found to be tundesi rablic, the ednry Msetabolic, or hormonal nature.
man insists that he can easily live without
them. It is riot known, however, to what ext ent Thmstojtiectronfwrkap-
the reserves may diminish through the years itadfnesth mxmloygnc-
without ill ef fects on the man's well-being. Anid smto samaueo icltr n
riot much is knoivn abo~ut the normal range respiratory adaptability. On the basis of this
of capacity for coping with increased meta- criterion, P.O. Astrand (1) has determined
bolic (lemand", St~andards of "physical fit- work capacity of a rather large group of in-
nes.% are lacking iectause "fitness"s has never dividuals anti has correlated the results with
been clearly defined an(1. therefore, is not seanag.Temiboyfhs xr-
measuarable.sean ag.Temiboyohiexr-me, ad subjects was composed of Swedish

It i geeraly ndestod tat hih lvel physical education students and the results of
It ispgenerall uinderstoo thatle an hniigha leve the study reflect, accordingly, a relatively high

of "physicalu fitnssicealdesmands windivideualto level of performance capacity. U. C. Luft (2).
etstrein uouf phyticnal effrtsands with thewler in a clinical study, determined the physical

osetranoluencti on sal ffortsgan.withe fhewe competence of male outpatients from 20 to
consqueces f pysial ftige. Sncethe 45 years of age. All were in good health, ac-

physiologic reactiona to work are measurable cording to rigorous clinical standardst, but not
and a det~ermination of the functic-nal limita- accustomed to) occupational or recreational

___________physical exercise. The results, therefore, re-
IOtrcied t..r pli,,.otio"4n I February 1969. fleet a relatively low level of work capacity.



To fill an existing gap In knowledge and to termined by the usual procedure of employing
ubtaiii more information about the normal work of 6 minutes' duration at a constant maxi-
range of physical performance capacity in man, mal load. However, it might mor'- closely
a study was initiated to screen the work capaci- represent the maximal oxygen intake which can
ty of a large population. This report presents be maintained for lorger periods of time and,
the experiments! results of the first series of therefore, may express more appropriately the
investigations of approximately 500 male mili- capacity for sustained work.
tary andl civilian Air Force rerqonnel, In a relatively small number of cases the

test cannot be carried on to a pulse rate of 180
METHOD beats per minute. Occas.onally. obvious respira-

tory limitations or a nonreversible reduction of
The method of screening work capacity the blood pressure amplitude occur at lower

tvas developed in this laboratory and has proved pulse frequencies and serve as indications to
a useful tool in evaluating changes in work terminate the test. In men of advanced age the
canacity bruught about by changes in physio- maximal pulse frequency rarely reaches 180

logic or environmental situations (3,4,5). The
beats per minute (6, 7).

test or% the t eadmill or bicycle-ergometer
begins with light work requiring an energy PROCEDURE
expenditure of not more than four times the
resting rate. That is accomplished, on the tread- After arrival at the laboratory the experi-

mill, by walking at a speed of 90 meters per mental subjects were accustomed to walking on

minute (or at 3.3 m.p.h.) on a horizont,l level, the treadmill until their stride became normal

Every minute a light load is added by elevating and relaxedi. They then answered a short ques-

the treadmill angle I percent. The increase tionnaire as to age, rank, present job, previous

of work intensity is so gradual that functional and present physical activities, and smoking

adaptations take place within a few seconds. habits and whether or not they favored a reg-

Thus, there is hardly any difference between ular physical training program. Weight and

the functional values measured during any height were measured and the subjects were
given minute of this test and the values meas- then readied for the test.
ured during "steady-state work" at comparable Pulse rate and blood pressure measurements
gradients.

were taken before and after the test at sitting

The adaptive functional response to the rest, and while walking on the treadmill during

gradually is.,:reased metabolic requirements is the second half of each minute. Determina-
assessed by cardiovascular and respiratory tions of respiratory gas exchange (luring work

measurements. Previous studies have shown were made at regular intervals. The work in-
that the attainment of a pulse rate of 180 beats tensity was gradually increased by elevating
per minute may serve as the critical cut-off the treadmill angle 1 percent each minute.

point for this test. Although maximal work RESUTS
capacity usually reaches well beyond this point,
there are sufficient physiologic indications to For quick orientation, the test duration in
validate this criterion as a useful measure of minutes, identical with the final treadmill grade
the aerobic crest load. A continuation of work in percent, can serve as a readily available
beyond this point is, in most instances, not criterion of work capacity. On the basis oi
paralleled by further adequate functional adap- this criterion the test results from more than
tation. V. ork, then, becomes increasingly an- 500 subjects were plotted. As shown in fisure 1.
aerobic. individuals in the poorest physical condition

attained a c-itical pulse rate of 180 beats per
The maximal oxygen intake measured at the minute as early as the seventh or eighth test

cut-off point of this testing procedure is gen- minute, t0e average performance certering
erally somewhat lower than the values de- around the fifteenth and sixteenth minute; and

2
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U not accustomed to strenuous physical effort
-.- - display a variety of reaction patterns in theirj functional adaptation to gradually increasing

-- work until they approach cardiovascular limits.
4S U~ tions.

af t When blood pressure values, observed at1 "I the various work intensitiea, were averaged and
-0 plotted, certain trends became apparent: the

a individuals with lower work capacity had, on
thv average, higher systolic as well as higher

O A diastolic pressures at comparablM loads than in-
ISw m tt m W dividuals with higher physical performance

vt-s I1 onTIMI~j M• i1%Capacity. The m axim al systolic pressureu, how-

FIGURE I ever1 were for all groups almost identical.
Despite these apparent trends, the use of the

Groicl diet, ,6fio. of the work c6Dac. Of ssO blood pressure as a criterion for individual dif-
too idiv idu alse an teet dmrs"Ogto ferentiation of work capacity is unsatisfactoryt-'adomill eki-atiou, sped rplated to the mrelimum exprowel
consumption. because of the tremendous overlapping of the

individual values. The only statement which

some individuals, in excellent physical condi- can be made with some degree of validity is
tion, were able to last longer than 23 minutes that high diastolic pressures (100 mm. HiS and
before reaching the rut-off peint. Exceedingly above) usually designate low levels of work
well-trained athletes (members of the U.S. capacity, while very low diastolic pressures
Pentathlon Team) Pet the highest marks with (from 60 mm. Hg down to zero) are most likely
27 and 28 minutes. to be observed in individuals with high per-fornance capacity.

Based on the measurements of the gas ex-

change during the test work, the average meta-
bolic requirements for the gradually increased
work were superimposed on the graph as oxy-

gen consumption per kilogram of body weight
per minute in order to demonstrate the corre-
lation between the test duration and the phya i,
ologic demands of the corresponding loads. -80.

Cardlovaerelar respeinm

Of .*A the physiologic functions measured,
the pulse rate at any given work load reflected 1..0
most closely the status of the work capacity of ea*
an individual. Figure 2 illustrates the pulse 6 ItseweaCrS
revv.onse patterns of four groups of individuals: =a ,om*JWCys
the work capacity of group I was clasaified as =a- - SUBJECTS
"very poor," that of group II aa "fair," that 0 " 0I 1 Is to 23 30
of group Ill as "very good," and that of group MT MINUTE or TIE MULL ONAO INS
IV as "superior." There was a considerable
overlapping of the individual values at the FIGURE 2
lover work load levels; hence, the use of any

Pmtinut of typnica puld r rteponws te tjeat. ime-
pulse rate below 180 beats per miatsute an a crfts demands during the work cpacity test. Groups

critical cut-off point for determining work ca- I to IV repte t very pnor, fair, very od, avid supeerior
pacity appears less reliable. Most individuals "pAyea, litee." respectively (a. tabu, 1).

a



Oxygen emampiUm The rating scale to hand on the reults from
the test population, on physiologic cenAdera-

One might assume that an mndividual's work tions, and on observations of men at various
efficiency (that is, the amount of oxygen con- stages .f physacal training.
sumed per unit of body mass at a given work
load) would be of valuable assistance In de-
termining work capacity. Such a criterion,however, wan found to be impractical. Al- "''•",m,
though group averages revealed a noticeable ,

trend toward slightly decease oxygen intake
as performance capacltý, .- reased (fig. 3), the
overlap of individual values excludes ýhe gea-
eral use of this criterion in Inidividual evalus-
tien of work capacity. In fact. the real
differences in the efficiency of walking are so
small from man to man.. and the correlation be.
tween work Intensity and oxygen requirement e
per unit of body mass is so well established,
that one is able to predict an individual's total
oxygen intake for a known work intensity. The j , , • ' o k
follovwing linear equation proved to approxi- 'IS' .. v,, ""NAOMIam 0%

mate very closely the average values of oxygen FIGURE 3
intake measured during the treadmill test:

Arerag dwywen consumptiou (pe" aunit f ef
weriht) durinni the work raperity test. The tewk

V. v X w x (0.073 + ---- ) 1.8 effic•e'nc of the greop in "v'ewr poor" eendition (I''
100 apwera tI.e ealy little let then that of the "feir

to seed" (ii) ve the "*'e good" gr•up (l11).

where

Pulmemary veatilatlem

= the oxygen consumption In milliliters per minute

(STPD) While work efficiency estimated from the
v - the treadmill speed in meters per minute oxygen cont.umption proved an impractical

criterion of work capacity, the efficiency ofw =-- the body watiot in kilefrrams ~til•I•~lnoIDcoeyrltd

= the treadmill angle in percent 'physical fitress." Figure 4 clearly demon-
strates that. on the average, the physically

1.8 = the factor constituting thea, oxygen t• quiusment well-conditioned individual moves Wees air atin railliliters per minute for I krgm. of work. cmrable work irtenaltiem. Tha means,

since the oxygen consumption Is practically
Considering the maximal oxygen consump- identical, that the extraction rate of oxygen

tion as the moet satisfactory means of descrlb- from the inspired air Is reter in the mre
ing wcrk capacity the oxygen intake at the physically kit man and, In turn, the fraction of
"crest load," expressed in milliliters per kilo- carbon dioxide in the expired air is also tremter.

gram per minute, might be preferred as a
functional criterion of physical performance
capacity to either the time or the treadmill In addition to such qualitative differencea,
grade of the critical test minute. In table I the same figure demonstrates quantitative dif-
an attempt is made to correlate the results ferences: the "maximal breathing capacity
demonstrated in figures 1 am $ with a mug- during work" attains higher values w.Ah pro.
gested rating of physical worling capacity. greeming physical performance capacity.
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TABLIC I

Rati~g of vo,* capacity in 0o,w t~ots KWA m.,imel osm" istak
or owstaboAhe rate. or mith the test duratio

multuples It
Ratu" of Oxywm ia tako mtlag Tut daitev

work Capsefty nw.k/m.) mtabol rate (win.)

Interior <3U < 7 <3I

Very powr is so 7. - A.

Pow 30. 35 Il. 13I - 14

Fair 35.40 10 is5.11

Good 4e0.45 is-1 1-to

Very-o Raw-50 13 21 - n

xxCelketts 50.5 14-15s 34- N

Sueror5+ Is+ 27+

14 i I1h$1

~ 500

5 10 Is 2Y5 -i

ahmr wwas~t.es (perV urnit .1 body- aviht) serves go eesnw~ep
better imliestor.oIwr oIfiewiwW thAwmov* . "g w .austphms GresW work

OSO1 w "Ot tkUI a gOStev reopwcltvp e~flmuqF and, 00064,.
With 6 PVOSW WMv breatAIng OOPa~ty.
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Factors smch as am ativty. weight`, o "t 'wkAI in

personal habits were shown to have soms effect 0 i

on the work capacity of the test powpelatiom. '

Age rMW phiyueil activity 1

It is a common belief that "min" hafds to .
a progressive deterioration of physical working , 0
capacity. Although the decrease of sped, v
elasticity, and muscular strength. of oxygen
debt capaeity, and of several other parameters xI i
of functional capabilities appear well estab-
lished. it is also known that some older men can us
be surprisingly efficient in activities such an C .-
farmins or other occupational mtdoor work. ,W .& AWAi$4 1

in hiking. climbing. skiing, and even In sports
such as tennis and fencing, which require con- FIGURE S
uid era ble sk ill. 1h st,' *,,t.. of ta r i & W ool t s r tt o a , *-

letI to p&yrally e*tt er ,iefewi 1hVim "bit.
The present experimental study has demon- Arrow. i*diratr Srmp evnrqe.

strated that aerobic work capacity is not in-
evitably affected by age, but is far more
aftected by living habits. In L t. icrutiny of
the repl;es of 455 subjects to the quesUon r*.
trrding physical acti t.es, 149 indivauela, or
33 percent, had to be regarded as livingl a" "'s

strictly sedentary life,; 260 Individuals, or 57___,_. _____,_,

percent. engared "intermittently" in some sort 0i0,ts ,VS,
of sports or outdoor work: and only 4f nab- 07
jecta, or 10 percent, considered themselves as toes
regularly active in any kind of physica eer-
ciae. 0.

Distribut~ion of the individual test results
(fig. 5) reveals a poor averago performance
for ' he -redentary group, a poor to fair level of
work capacity for Aae interntently active
group. and good functional eeraww for the __

gcroup With regular physical activity.

The results for the first two garwupa sup-
port the general opinion that work capacity is
reduced as age advances (fig. 6) , but results for 30
the group with regular physical activity demou- no man a1a'1ý41,M 0
strate that a h!gh level of capecity for aerobic FIGUREO
work can be maintained as one grows oler
(fie. 7). This latter group Includes individu- D•bbui, .of ,W* .. of W &M
ala in the age nre from 22 to 65 years. the P " "we s" h &&how
average being 36 year• ,mso e to o &so VPMOL

6



expectatkism It perceit had to be .-on• lred
J nerweiw t - amcording to tue vAdamd used.

Perfemmaee IS rebtsa to iamb d Mty

When the entire tet populatim was divided
-- _into the four subgeupa - offcers, nonc

-1 '40 V"missioned officrs, almen, and civilian per-
.,_ rrlnnel - slight differences In the functiom

reerves betveen the groups were detected.
040 Y1 Civilian personnel and airmen had a alight edge

a • • with 15.6 and 15.1 minutes of averare test
duration, officero averaged 14. minutes. and

I m-U Yin.nonrommissioned! off~ers 14.5 mdautes (figr.
9). For them groups the average maximal

mom oxygen intake per kllwran of body weight
SsIMR was 38. 37.5. 36.. and 36 ml. per minute, re-

spectively. In the officer group, from seond
___ lieutenant to colonel, th•e were practically no

0 1 a a varatia This finding in probaly somewhat

Ium mM l am ue unrealistic because in the hgher rank& the
experimental subjects were gtrictl"' volunteers

FIGURE 7 while the lower ranking officers were mainly
selected at random. Volunteers for a physical

I),etr,•e•o, ,1 ,ir* capaclty. tt•,,emu t. performance test are usually individuals with
eg gyr I, o@. o fAte test popseleti. with r*u#4- greater interest in occasional or nore regular
Photicml artivity. physical act ivity.

Dody weight

The teat population w"_ divIdtd into the
givupl of "normal." "underweight." and "over.

weisew~" individuals. 'The following crude yard- o'we~ 0411 fi
stick was usled to make this differentiation: the ,0
weivht was considered as "normal" within 90 ..___

to 100 percent of the tots.! body length in ' "
centimeters minus 100 cm. For example, a man
who measured 182 em. in height (6 ft.) was
considered as having a "normal" weight within 10
the range of 74 to 82 kgs.. which is betw-en 90 0
to 100 percent of 82 (182 cm. minus 100). "Un- Ai"
derweight" or "overweight" was Indicated when
a mar, of the same height weLghed less than 74 .4
kg. or move than 82 kg., respectively.

Figure 8 illustrates the alight handicap of
the overweigtit type who, on the average, had ItST, .Iamn•t tt O s

a poor work capacity while ýhe m-rmal and
und-rweight men were somewhat better off. FIGU.E I

Of the 466 individuals tested, .3 percent i)tit ionu. of , ., capct a r to the
were declared overweight and, contrary to our factor of K.tht.

7
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FIGURE 1 During the last two or three years lncre.

. .ri.ti...* .of work f TV- ing attention has been focused on the shortcom-
*tror!,. tmilitary re4k., ings of "phycal fitness" of the American

younger generation compared with youth of
E .alsatiom of work capaety sad mekinsg laMts other nations. It is disappointing that during

several nationwide confer-ce. Do agreement
An attzmFt was made to evaluate differ- has been reached as to a clear definition of

ences in work capacity as a consequence of "phyaic.l fitness." As a conaqueno. studies
smoking has•ts. Figure 10 shows the dis- along this line meet much controveraal argu-
tnbutie, of the test results for the smokers a* mentation. Everybody delights iv. Immediate-
nonsmokers. The nonamokera (28 permnt of ly posing the questions: Phyakafy fit? Pit
465 individuak) had an average time of 15.4 for what? For shuffling papers from one side
minutes, which was a slight advntags ovwr of the desk to the other?
the average test time of 14.9 minutes for the
smokers. On a group of 200 experimental sub- In mnst minds, power today rests in Iea,
jectx with widespred variations In age tkW ob. in motives, in oraliza2ion. and. above all. in
servation was m*.Je that ap to about 30 y•mrs technology. According to this thinUing. the evo-
there was no difference In work capacity be- lution of tha human rae should terd toward
tween the smokers and nonsmokers. Beyond the development of a strictly terebral-visceral
the a•e of 30 years, however, the nonsmokmrs type of man with more and more neglect of
displayed greater functional reserve& The all the body parts and organs which. originally.
nonsmoker is often conscientious as to health- were vital for survival. Unfortunately, a
ful liviny habits, Including physical exercise. nation's place among the other unsons and
That would explain the greater capacity for its survival in the eternal struxgge between
work. On the other head, it is poeal'1e that them depend largely or the general vitality
the chronic effect of smoking affects circula- of the population. Hiatery has shown that
tory and respiratory reserves disadvantage- the great sx'ompllshmento of all the ancient
ously. nations were destned to perish when a peak

8



of rivilisation %loWlV softenedI the physical rowukiny active individual. Is "goodl"; (2) In
resiMtance of man against the force" of natut', the gn~zp takingr part In regular physical
or against the onrush of a more vital eneMy. activity, work capacity was apparently not
We cannot rxpert this pa~ttrn to. change in affected by advoncing age within the mrage
moderrn dine despite all tWhniolotrlc advance- of 20 to 60 years. (3) in te-sting 131 officers
ment%. t'nlexx one dor- not care about the on flying status (KC-97 training progrram) the
deistinty of future generations. conscious and incidences of "-Ioor 6.nyaical fitness" were 39,
sustainod effort's should be made to. maintain 61. and li8 percent, respe,-tively. of the test re-
the physical capacities of man r~t high tstand- Aults obtained from recond lieutenants. first
ards. But what are high standards or, even. lieutenants, captains and iabove. Rettults of
what are nonnuil standartds' experimental studies on metabolic rc.-lerves (8)

The one physical capacity which most indiratr that these' officers would have a very
closely determines a mansP ability to withstand poor chance of s.urvival in emergency situations
a variety of functional demandn s ~hfis capacity ritquiring a higher rate of energry expenditure.
for work. All environmental stresses, occupa-
tional difficulties. hosAlth hazards. etc., require On the basis of the experimental findings
proper functional and metabolic adjiistments. it can be concluded that the over-all state of
but rarely to such an extent as strenuous physti- "physical fitness" in Air Force personnel is
cal work. It has, been shown that work capacity "poor" and that the Air Force physical fitness
can be appraised. The setting of "standardis." programi. as it now stands, is ineffective.
therefore, is only a matter of collecting the in-.
dividual performance data of a large populstion. RFKKM
The experimental work of this study was a
start in that direction. Althougrh the n~umber 1. Asirand, P.O. Fxperim..ntaI stuslje of1 physical
of approximately 500 subjects fis too small to al- working capacity. ('openihasgwn: Ejnpr Munks-
low for establishing a definite scale of work C~d 92
capacity, or "Physical Performancre Capacity," 2ý Loft, .Cti. Personal commlunication.
or "Physical C'ondit ion." or "Phystical Fitness," .1 Rake H. O,,tinil wo~rking apacity, its measure-
preliminary c'onclunionsk are experimentally ment. and alteration ask offert of! physical
justified. It became apparent from this study fatilni. Arboitsphysiologie 15:311 11954).
that 42 pt rcent of the text population had to 4. 3a, R. G. V y Grll.U H. Kontcci, and tl. C.
he rated atý Iewing in -pnor4" physical .,oridition, ILuft. Work capacity af~cr blood donation. J.
and only 18 percen could be rated as having Appi, Physiol. 7:231 (19f54).
a grod" and better than good work capacity, S. 14640., Ht. Work rapacity at altitude, IPI Sym-
The remaining 40 r*rcent constituted the popta- pnsium of exer'cise and sports science. Now
lation with an nverage performance capacity. York: Harper Bros. (In pr'esA
which was considered as "fair." This arbitrary 6. A.trand, 1. The physical work cape 'itr of work-
rating might be disputable but at least it offers er-s. Act* rhysiol. scazndinav. 42:73 (1969).
a quite sensitive and realistic approach to 7 il .i. .M ovtadF .Cag esetting standardse for "phyttlca~l fitness." The spns to *ri.is a, M.N ate.ad to W. Jri. Ape-
observations made -ndicate: (1) the average physitil. 12:96 419!"I).
performance capseiity of individuals who live S rn .AadB ak.Teefc fpyia strictly sedenta~ry life is "poor," that of in- ca Gren. J A., an on functiona ane ef etat fphyi-
dividuals who adhere to any type of physical rwrvrys. 8chool of Aviation Medicinr. USAF,
activity intermittently is 'fair," and that of Report. (in preparation)
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